
Specifications

NCS Glossy Index is a fan deck in a glossy finish

that has all colours divided into five different

groups which are grey, yellow (G80Y-Y70R),

red (Y80R-R70B), blue (R80B-B70G) and green

(B80G-G70Y) with intermediate pages making

it easy to navigate. A durable cover holds NCS

Glossy Index together and a fastening at the top

holds the pages into the cover when not in use.

Content (*)

- Fan deck (1)

- Languages included: English, French, German

and Swedish

- Layout:- 216 pages, 1950 NCS Original colours

with 55 repeated colours;

- Rounded corners;

- Reference pages with a table of contents

* Number of products

Size and Weight

- Product Size: 55 x 75 x 300 mm

- Product Weight: 0.9 kg

- Stripe Size: 20 x 50 mm, or 26 x 50 mm for 32

of the tinted white/light colours

Material

- Paper: 200 g, Sappi Profi Gloss (NCS Index

screen printed with a glossy lacquer)

 Sample: Glossy*, gloss level approx. 88 in 60°
(larger samples can be ordered separately)

- Print Layout: Stripe Coated; 10 stripes / page;

NCS Notation printed beneath the colour stripes

* NCS Quality Centre ensures that this Glossy

edition appears as closely as possible to NCS

original standards. Small deviations can occur. If

your quality requirements are very high, we

recommend matching against NCS Calibrated

Matching Standards. Alternatively, send a Glossy

colour sample to your supplier or manufacturer.

Package

- Product: White cover in glossy finish; The back

of the cover has a rounded shape and there is a

fastening at the top holding the pages into the

cover when not in use

- Shipping: Special cardboard outer carton

Production

NCS Quality Level 2, based on NCS Quality

NCS GLOSSY INDEX

A fan deck containing all NCS 1950 Original colours with a glossy

finish, to use as a compact library when identifying colours onsite

NCS Glossy Index provides a practical overview of all NCS 1950 Original

colours in a fan deck, each colour with a glossy finish. NCS Glossy Index

makes colour assessment easier when working with glossed colours and

surfaces. The choice of a glossed colour can be done more effectively and

improves communication of colour requirements for the user.

200 EUR

Industry Orders

NCS Colour marketing and sales tools can be ordered by volume for immediate

delivery or well ahead of time, i.e. pre-order allowing for lower pricing.

Related products



Management System, certified against ISO

9001:2008

NCS Index 172 EUR

NCS Gloss Scale 110 EUR

Contact us
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